CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY ADVISORY BOARD

FUNCTION - To advise and implement policy and practice for the Catholic Campus Ministry at Bucknell.

MEMBERSHIP - Chosen by Community vote with open nominations - number of persons decided by arbitrary cutoff point.

CHAIRMAN - To be chosen by the board - term to be decided.

COMMITTEES - Chosen by Chairman or designated by board

GUIDELINES - Some form of guidelines could be drawn up by the Board or by a Committee. It is hoped that no elaborate Constitution would be necessary - flexible guidelines seem more suitable - to be discussed.

MEETINGS - To be determined - It is expected that the Board will meet once a month, committees will meet more often at the discretion of members.

BUDGET - Bishop - Student Collection - Parents Letters - Mission Preaching

SCHEDULE - Calendar of events and services -- Chaplains schedule (This year's schedule printed above.)

BUSINESS MATTERS - Change of name/NEWMAN Not being used anymore - club concept is of the past. All literature now uses CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY, or CCM * Suggest campaign in beginning of year to change name? National office is only funnel for Bishop's There are no longer national officers. The State Conference does little more than sponsor the Congress each year.

SHMAN ORIENTATION - -- This is to be discussed. What should be done? Should a committee be formed? Where should it be held if it is desirable?
LITURGY --- MUSIC ... planning, variety, instruments, use of school choirs on occasion.

PLANNING .... Competent individuals are needed to direct the Liturgy each week. Last minute confusion has bad effect on Chaplain's mood and the atmosphere of the Liturgy... Prayer value suffers when planning is poor........

LECTORS ____
SERVERS ____
USHERS ____
COMMITMENT CARDS ____

PROGRAMMING -- HOW SHOULD THE CCM SERVE THE WHOLE CAMPUS?

ECUMENICAL ------ Univ. Chaplain - Chapel comm.
CA ---------------
CONFERENCES ------
COWAN OVERNIGHTS-
SOCIAL ACTION ---

PUBLICATIONS-- Bulletin?
Publicity -- Bucknellian (Change the name campaign)

INVITED TO JOIN THE BOARD .................................................................
CHUCK ERDELJAC CARLEEN MINUCCI
JOAN GERRITY LARRY NESPOLI
CAROL GARBARINO SUE PRESTON
BILL HOBSON BETH VEAZIE
CHUCK KANTY BRIAN YORE
AL KIDALOSKI DR. COTTER
VALERIE KIERNAN DR. SCHWENSFIEIR
MARY KUBIC MR. COMMERFORD
MR. GARDNER